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APPENDIX

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

NRC Inspection Report No. 50-458/92-07

Operating License No. NPF-47

Licensee: Gulf States Utilities
P.O., Box 220
St. Trancisv111e, Louisiana

Facility Name: River Bend Station (RBS)

Inspection At: RBS' Site, St. Francisville,._ Louisiana-

Inspection Conducted: March 2-6, 1992

Inspectors: J. B. Nicholas, Senior Radiation Specialist
L. Wilborn, Radiation Specialist

Approved: ( Dh A i }|,fLlNI |YI
' Blain'e Murray, Chief, ja,cilities Inspection Ditte /

Programs Section 'J -

.

Inspection Summary:

Inspection-Conducted March 2-6, 1992'-(Recort 50-458/92-07):

Areas Inspected: R6utine, announced inspection of the licensee's water
chemistry and radiochemistry programs including water-chemistry. and
radiochemtstry confirmatory measurements.

Results: Wi+.hin the areas inspected.:no violations or deviations were
-identified. The_ licensee had adequately addressed all previously identified.
. violations, deviaticns, unresolved items, and inspection follow-up items in the
areas -of water chemistry' and _ radiochemistry.

The chemistry department had experienced-a relatively high turnover of{
. q

technician personnel. - However, this higr. personr.ei turnover did not appear,to
cause a decline in-the effectiveness of tha chemistry control program.

An excellent chemistry training. program had been~ established..-An appropriate?
number of well qualified-personnel were assisgned to the :hemtstry department.

An excellent Quali.ty Assurance (QA) surveillances and audits program had been-
established. The audits were technically comprehensive and provided excellent-
program evaluation.
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The chemistry analytical instrumentation had been uograded since the previous
chemistry inspection. The analytical results from the. chemistry laboratory
indicated 92 percent agreement with the NRC certified standard values. These
analytical results indicated the same good performance as that reported during
the previout NRL nspection.

The analytical results from the radiochemistry counting room indicated 99
percent agreement with the NRC's mobile laboratory analytical results. These
radiochemistry confirmatory measurement results showed the same excellent
performance reported during the previous NRC radiochemistry confirmatory
measurements inspection.
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DETAILS

1. PERSONS CONTACTED

GSU- j

*J. C. Deddens,lSenior Vice President, River Bend Nuclear. Group (RBNG)
*R. J. Backen Supervisor, QA Systems-
*R.L. Biggs, QA Auditor-
*J. E. Booker, Manager, Nuclear Industry Relations-
*T. D. Burnett Chemistry Foreman
*E. M. Cargill, Director, kadiological Programs
*T. C. Crouse, Manager, Administration
*S. V. Desai, Principal _ Engineer
*P. D. Graham, Plant Manager.
*K. C. Hodges,| Supervisor, Chemistry
*G. R. Kimmel. Director, QA
*0. N. Lorfing, Supervisor, Nuclear Licensing
*I. M. Malik,-Supervisor, Operations QA ,

*W. D. Odell, Manager,-Oversight
*J. J. Pruitt, Manager, Bus.iness' Systems .

"
*M. F. Sankovich, Manager, Engineering'
*J. P.' Schipport.: Assistant Plant Manager, Operations / Chemistry /Radwaste
*W. H. Spell, Senior Health Physicist

_ _

*J. E. Spivey, Jr., Senior QA Engineer / Audits Coordinator
*K. E. Suhrke, General Manager. .Engineeringtand Administration-
*C, W. Walker, Supervisor, Operations- Quality Controli(QC)_
*S. -B. Wilson-Wright, Planti chemist

.

*R. J. Vachon,DSenior Compliance Analyist/ Systems Engineer:
,

* Indicates.those present atithe exit meetingLon March-6 --1992.

2. FOLLOW-UP'ON PREVIOUSLY-IDENTIFIED INSPFCTION-FINDI.NGS' (92702)-

-(Open)OpenItem(4S8/9122-01): 1100CM' Dose _ Conversion Factors - This . item was -
identified Lin NRC Inspection: Report:50-458/91-22iand Linvolved differences 'in-

'the calculated offsite dose?results between theilicensee:andithe'NRC for the:
total body- and: critical organs for: all _ age' groups from airborne-iodines. : The
licensee's_ iodine-131' and11odine-133- dosa' conversion factor values' fcr the
inhalation pathway and: ground _ plane calculations 'appearedito be erroneous ands

thigh' by a _ factor = of 2 ' causing an: overestimation of the Liodine: dose ~to the
spublic as: acresult of:airbornetiodinesLreleasedito the' environment. .The ' i

-licensee: reviewed-and.evaluatedctheir current computer code and1was= unable to .
determine:the. reason for-thelhigh:(factor;of:2)1 dose' conversion factors!for, .
iodine-131tand iodine-133. -The inspectors. reviewed the= licensee'stactions;and ;

-determined that the licensee wasiin the' process;of 2 procuring ainew-computer-
code: designed,to' perform offsite dose calculations.;'After evaluation and?

,

verification of the new| software package for__ correct _ dose-factorscand-
- methodologyito ensure that' ail assumptions.'aregin agreement'with' referenced ''

-documents, the| licensee will makelatrevision to1the Offsite-Dose _ Calculation -
_.
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Manual (00CM). The review of the new software package and the revision to the
ODCM are scheduled to be completed during the fourth quarter of 1992. This
item remains open pending follow up review of the new computer code by the
inspectors.

3. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT CONTR0'.S (84750]

The inspectors reviewed the organizat'on, staffing, and staff functional
assignments of the chemistry department to determine agreement with commitments
in Chapter 13 of the Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) and compliance with
the requirements in TS 6.2.

The inspectors reviewed the organizational structure of the RBS chemistry
department and verified it to be as described in the USAR and TS. The RBS
staff assignments and nianagement control procedures were reviewed for the
assignment of responsibilities for the management and implementation of the
water chemistry and radiochemistry programs. The organizational structure and
staffing of the chemistry department met +he TS requirements. The inspectors
verified that the management control responsibilities specified in the RBS
procedures were being implemented.

The inspectors reviewed the staffing of the chemistry department and determined
~

that the chemistry department had one plant chemist position vacant since **

December 1991. The chemistry supervisor was actively recruiting to fill the
position with a qualified person. Since the previous NRC chemistry inspection
in December 1989, the RBS chemistry department had replaced nine nuclear
chemistry technicians. This represented a personnel turnover of approximately
56 percent. This was an increase in chemistry staff turnover ccmparea to
previous inspections. However, the two year (1990-1991) trend showed a
decrease in chemistry department personnel turnover. Based on a review of the
results of chemistry water quality specification analyses and the low number of
out-of-specification chemistry conditions and the excellent chemistry
department performance demonstrated by the confirmatory measurements results
detailed in this report, it appeared that the chemistry department analytical
chemical analyses results and the effectiveness of the chemical control program
for the plant systems were not decreased by the seemingly high personnel
turnover.

The nuclear chemistry technician staff were organized into eight pairs of
technicians who were assigned to a four shif t rotation schedule. Each pair of
nuclear chemistry technicians had a lead technician who was fully qualified in
accordance with RBS procedures and the RBS INPO accredited training program and
met the qualification requirements specified in ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978, The
chemistry department staffing was determined to be .in accordance with licensee

-

commitments.

No violations or deviations were identified.

Conclusions

The enemistry department's organizational structure and staf fing met the TS
requirements. Chemistry department management controls were being implemented

I
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in accordance with plant procedures. During the past 2 years, the chemistry
department experienced a relatively high turnover of technician personnel.
However, this high personnel turnover did not appear to cause a decline in the
effectiveness of the chemistry control program.

| 4 TRAINING AND QUAllFICATIONS (34750)

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's training and qualification program for
chemistry department personnel to determine agreement with commitments in
Chapter 13 of the USAR and compliance with the requirements in TS 6.3 ano 6.4.

The inspectors reviewed the qualifications of the present chemistry cepartment
staff. It was determined that 11 of the 15 nuclear chemistey technicians met
the qualification requirements of ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978, and that nine of the 16
nuclear chemistry technicians were fully qualified and trained in accordance
with RBS procedures and an INPO accredited training program. It was noted that
four of the nine nuclear chemistry technicians hired during 1990 and 1991 met
the ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978 requirements prior to being e 'loyed at RBS, and that
four of the recently hired nuclear chemistry technicians had college science
degrees. This brought the total number of chemistry department staff having
college science degrees to 13 out of 25. It was determined that the licensee's
chemistry department had an acequate qualified staff to meet USAR ano TS

.

reqeirements. -

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's training program for chemistry
department personnel including a review of nuclear chemistry technician
training nrocedures, selected chemistry training lesson plans, training
instructors' qualifications, training facilities, and selected individual
technician training records. The licensee's chemistry training program was
being implemented and documented in accordance with RBS procedures. The
inspectors' review of nuclear chemistry technician training records indicated
that the postaccident sampling system (PASS) operator requalification training
had been completed semiannually during 1990 and 1991.

The inspectors revie,ved the job performance measures training / qualification
matrix for the 16 nuclear _ chemistry technicians. The training / qualification
training matrix contained 133 qualification tasks. Training using the job
_ performance measure tasks was being ccmpleted as rapidly as time and routine- fchemistry activities would permit.

No violations or deviations were identified.

Conclusions

The licensee had implemented an I 4PO-accredited cheelstry department training
program. Nine of the 16 nuclear chemistry technici.tns were fully qualified to
perform independent chemistry sampling and analyses. The chemistry department
staff included 13. persons with college science degrees. fha chwistry
department had an adequate qualified scaff.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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5. QA PROGRAM (84750)

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's QA surveillance and audit programs
regarding water chemistry and radiochemistry activities to determine agreement
with commitments in Chapter 13 of the USAR and compliance with the requirements
in TS 6.5.3.8.

The inspectors reviewed the QA audit and surveillance schedules for 1990, 1991,
and 1992; audit plans and checklists; and the qualificatiNis and training of
the QA auditors and technical specialist who performed '.ne audits of the
chemistry program. Audit and surveillance reports of O/. Mtivities performed
during 1990 and 1991 in the area of chemistry were reviewed for scope,
thoroughness of program evaluation, and timely follow-up of identified
deficiencies. The QA surveillances and audits of the chemistry program were
performed in accordance with RBS procedures and schedules and by qualified
auditors and assisted by technical specialists who were knowledgeable in
chemistry requirements at nuclear power facilities. Sixteen quality assurance
finding reports (QAFRs) were issued and 10 auditor concerns identified in the
chemistry area during 1990 and 1991. All but two of the QAFRs issued in the
1991 chemistry audit had been closed. The remaining two open chemistry QAFRs
were scheduled for closure during March 1992.

~

The licensee used a contrai: tor laboratory to perform TS required radiochemistry
analyses on several radioactive effluent composite samples. The licensee
performed vendor audits triennially with annual evaluations to retain current
status on the RBS qualified suppliers' list. The inspectors reviewed the
latest QA audit performed during November 6-8, 1991, for tne licensee by a
contract auditor using one of the licensee's chemistry foreman as a technical
specialist on the audit team. The audit appeared to be adequate to evaluate
the contractor laboratory's ability to perform TS required analyses.

No violations or deviations were identified.

Conclusion

QA surveillances and audits had been oerformed of the chemistry program as
required, and they were technicall> <omprehensive and provided excellenti

progran evaluation.

6. LIGHT WATER EACTOR CHEMISTRY CONTROL, CHENICAL ANALYSIS, AND
CONFIRMATORY MEXSUhEMENTS (84750)

The inspectors reviewed the licensee'n water chemistry analysis-program
including analytical procedures, facilities and equipment, implementation of a
water chemistry control program, implementation of a QC program for chemical
measurements, and water chemistry confirmatory measurements to determine
agreement with the commitments in Chapters 5 and 9 of the USAR and compliance
with the requirements in TS 3/4.4.4 and 6.8.1.

The inspectors' review of the water chemistry program found that the licensee
had revised and approved administra+.ive procedures, surveillance procedures,,

chemistry control' procedures, instrument calibration and QC procedures, and

- _ - _ _ _ _
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analytical procedures. A review of selected procedures revised since the
previous NRC chemistry inspection conducted in December 1989 indicated that the
chemistry section had developed and implemented excellent programmatic
procedures to meet tFe commitments in the USAR and the TS requirements.

The inspectors inspected the facilities and instrumentation used by the
chemistry department staff. The laboratories were equipped with the necessary
chemim'.s. reagents, and state-of-the-art analytical instrumentation to perform

)the required analyses. The inspectors noted several changes and improvements
in the laboratorys' analytical instrumentation. The physical facilities
inspected had not been changed since the previous NRC inspection of this area.

The inspectors reviewed selected chemista department analytical procedures and
procedures for the operation, calibration, and QC of the analytical
instrumentation used for the analysis of the NRC water chemistry standards.
The laboratory's analytical instruments had been calibrated in accordance with
approved procedures and an instrument QC program had been implemented.

The inspectors reviewed condensate water, feedwater, and reactor water
chemistry data to determine compliance with TS requirements. It was verified
that TS required water chemistry sampling and analyses had been-performed and
documented according to procedures. The review included the recorcs of
out-of specification chemiital parameters and the licensee's corrective actions

' taken when chemical parameters did not meet established chemical control
limits. The licensee's chemical control limits were established according to
the Electric Power Research Institute owner's group guidelines for boiling
water reactor auxiliary water systems and reactor coolant chemistry and the
General Electric chemistry specifications. The licensee had established action
levels and corrective actions for out-of specification chemistry conditions.
The action levels and corrective actions were strictly enforced.

The inspectors reviewed the chemistry department monthly activity reports for
the period January 1590 through December 1991. The monthly reports provided
details concerning significant chemistry events during the month, synopsis of
major chemistry plant support act!vities, status of special chemistry projects,
and a listing of potential chemistry concerns and items being tracked and
requiring action by the chemistry department in support of plant operatisn.
The reports included analyses trends of chemical parameters in the various
plant water systems. The graphs and narrative descriptions in the reports
indicated where specific problem areas may be developing, when
out-of-specification conditions existed, and corrective actions which were
taken to reestablish normal _ chemical parameters. 'The monthly reports provided
a thorough and helpful description of plant chemistry performance.-

Ouring the inspection, the inspectors provided prepared standard chemical
solutions to the licensee for confirmatory measurement analyses. The standards
were analyzed by the licensee in the chemistry laboratory using routine
analytical methods and equipment. The analyses of the chemical standards were
used to verify the licensee's capability to monitor chemical parameters in
various plant water systems with respect to TS requirements and other industry
standards. In addition, the analyses of standards were used to evaluate the
licensee's analytical procedures with respect to at. curacy and precision. The

1
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results of the water chemistry confirmatory measurement comparisons are listed
in Attachment 1 for the analyses performed in the chemistry laborator..
Attachment 2 contains the criteria used to evaluate the analytical results.

The licensee's analytical results from the analyses performed in the chemistry
laboratory indicated minor problems with the analyses for nickel and chromium.
The water chemistry analytical results indicated that 19 results were in
agreement and 3 results were in qualified agreement of the 24 results compared.

(1) The licensee's mid-range concentration and high concentration nickel
analytical results were in qualified agreement and disagreement
respectively and biased low. A review of the licensee's nickel QC results
obtained simultaneously with the nickel analytical results indicated a low

L instrument bias of approximately 13 ppb at the 250 ppb nickel
concentration range and approximately 29 ppb at the 400 ppb nickel
concentration range. If these instrument QC biases were mathematically
applieo as bias corrections to the nickel analytical results, all the
nickel analytical results of the NRC standard solutions would meet the
agreement criteria.

(2) The licensee's icw concentration and mid-range concentration chromium
analytical results wsre in qualified agreement, the high concentratien .

nickel analytical result -'s in disagreement, and all chromium analyticai
results were biased low, n'eview of the licensee's chromium QC resultsn

obtained simultaneously with the chromium analytical results indicated a
low instrument bias of approximately 6 ppb at the 150 ppb chromium
concentration range, approximately 15 ppb at the 250 ppb chromium
concentration range, and approximately 36 ppb at the 400 ppb chromium
concentration range. If these instrument QC biases were mathematically
applied as bias corrections to the chromium analytical results, all the
chromium analytical results of the NRC standard solutions would meet the
agreement criteria.

The licensee's analytical results from the analyses performed in the chemistry
laboratory indicated that 92 percent of the compared results were in agreement
or qualified agreement with the NRC's results. The licensee's analytical
results indicated the same good performance in the chemistry laboratory as
reported in the previous NRC inspection of this area conducted in December
1989. The two disagreements were not considered to indicate any significant
programmatic problems.

No violations or deviations were identifie .

Conclusions

The water chemi:,try program had been implemented in accordance with NRC
requirements. The chemistry laboratory and analytical instrumentation were
being maintained satisfactorily. The chemistry analytical instrumentation had
been upgraded since the previous chemistry inspection. The 'icensee's
analytical results from the chemistry laboratory indicated 9c. percent agreement

|
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with the NRC certified sundard values. These aialytical results indicated the
same good performance as that rescrtea Juring the previcus NRC inspection
conducted in December 1989,

7. RA010LO3| CAL CHEMISTRY CONTROL. RA010 CHEMICAL ANALYSi$, AND

@NTITMUMY MEATiiRflDilS (8050)
~

__

The inspectors review 0d the licenste's "adiothaical analysis program including
analytical procedures, facilities and equipmr , implementation of a OC program
for radiochemistry measura.ents, and rao chemistry confirmatory measurements
to determine agreement with the commitments in Chapters 5 and 9 of the USAR and
compliance with the requirements in TS 3/4.4.5, 3/4.11, and 6.8.

The inspectors reviewed selected radiochetmistry procedures revised and approved
since the previous NRC chemistry inspection conducted in December 1989 and
determined that the licensee had implemented sufficient rada analytical
procedures to meet the commitments in the USAR and the TS requiremants.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's records for the period January 1990
through December 1991 involving radicanalytical instrument calibration and QC.
It was verified that the radiochemistry counting room instruments had been
e$librated, and an instrument QC program had been implemented in accordance
@ th RBS procedures. It wat noted that the licensee had implemented the use ef
instrument QC charts to monitor and trend radioanalytical instrument OC data.

The inspectors verified that the licensee had esteolished and implemsnted ;
routine surveillance and preventative maintenance program for '.ne PA%. The
inspectors reviewed monthly surveillance rnorts and found the licensee had
performed their surveillance requirements. 'he inspectors also reviewed the
results of the licensee's performance test of the PASS conducted on February
21, 1992. Actual reactor coolant samples were outsined from the PASS sample
point associated with an instrument line on one of the reactor coolant system
jet pumps. Chemical and gamma isotopic analyses were performed on both the
large volume and diluted PASS reactor- coolant samples and the analytical
rera ts were ccmpared against the analytical re ults from the normal reactor
cooknt recirculation sample to verify that both PASS samples were
representative and accurate. The gamma isotopic and chemical analyses results
from both PASS samples were within the acceptance tolerance for PASS analytical
results. The ter.t results indicated that the PASS functioned as designed and
could be relied upon to provide representative reactor coolarit samples in the
event of an accident.

During the inspection, r?.diochemistry confirmatory measurements were performed
on the following split samples by the licensee and the inspectors in the Region
IV mobile laboratory on site,

j (1) Air Particulate Filter Sample
(2) TEDA Charcoal Cartridge Sample+*

(3) Off Gas Sample
(4) Waste Liquid Sample

.
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(5) Reacter Coolant S, stem Liquid Sample
(6) RESL Liquid Sample

The radiological confirmatory measurement tusts consi.t ed of comparing the
analyses resd cs of the licensee and the NRC Region IV mobile laboratory. The
NRC's inobile labo-atory measurement., were referenced to the National Inctitute
of Standards and Technology by laboratory intercomparisons. Confirmatory
measurements w" 'sde only for those nuclides identified by the NRC as being
present in ' >;1nt 4tions greater than 10 percent of the respective isotopic
values for 1; , . . . ' and gas concentrations as stated in 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix
B, Table II.

The samples were analyttd by the licensee using routine methods and equipment.
The radiological confirmatery neasurements involved analyses performed in the
radiochemistry counting room. At the time of the inspection, the licensee was
utilizing four intrinsic high purity germanium detectors in the radiochemistry
counting room. These detectors were used routir.ely for isotopic analysis of
radioactive samples to demonstrate compliance with TS and regulatory
reouirements. The analytical results from these four detectors were compared
with the NRC's analytical results. The individual sample analyses and
comparison of analytical results of the radiolcgical conOmatory measurements
are tabulated in Attachment 3. Attachment 4 describes the criteria used to
compare the analytical results- -

The licensee's chemistry department gamma isotopic results from the samples
listed in Attachment 3 showed 99 percent agreement with the NRC's analytical
results based on 148 agreement results out of 149 total results compared. The
licensae's performance in the area of radiological confirmatory measurements
was consistent with the excellent high quality performance achieved d ring the
previnus NRC inspection of this area in December 1989.

Confirmatory measurements were performed by the licensee on liquid samples
prepartd by the NRC's reference laboratory, Department of Energy, Radiological
and Environmental Sciences Laboratory (RESL), in Idaho Falls, Idaho. The
licensee's analytical resuus were compared to the certified sample activities
and the results of the comparisons are presented in Attachment 3, sample 6.
The gamma isotopic analysis results, tritium result, strontium-90 result, and
iron-55 result were in agreement. The licensee's strontium-89 analysis result
was in disagreement. The licensee censulted with their contractor laboratory
who performed the strontium and iron analytical analyses concerning the
strontium-89 disagreement. The contractor laboratory defended their original
analytical result. The licensee decided to suomit an additional sample
supplied by RESL in an attempt to resolve the problem with the strontium-89
analysis. The analyses results from this additional sample will be reported
and u mpared with the NRC certified values in a future inspection report.

No violations or deviations were identified.

Conclusions

The ra.11ochemistry program had been implemented in accordance with NRC
requirements. The radiochemistry counting room inssrumentation was being

_ - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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calibrated and Jaintained satisfactorily. The licensie's analytical results
from the radiochemistry counting room indicated 99 percent agreer"it with the
NRC's mobile laboratory analytical results. These radiochemistry confirmatory- N

measurement results showed the same excellent performance reported during the
pr.vious NRC radiochemistry confirmatory measurements inspection conducted in
December 1989.

8. EXIT MEETING (30703)

The lead inspector met with the licensee representatives identified in E

paragraph 1 of this report at the conclusion of the inspection on March 6,
1992. Tha lead inspector summarized the scope and findings of the inspection
and discusted the results of the water ch6mistry and radiochemistry
confirmatory measurements as presented in--the report. The-licensee did not
identify as proprietary any of the materials provided to, or reviewed by, the-

it.spectors during the inspection.

*
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Watsr_1|heminttry_ Confirmatory Heaennenunta_.RuuuLtn

Riv.cr_llend_Bucleav Station

llRC Inupection Report: 50-458/02-07

1. Chlorido Analvelu (b-40 ppb) lon Chromatograph.

RBS Resulta flRC Rouulto Comparison-
i Us.nlu innhl LDrM Dr.cid10n

92A 11.2 9.6
92B 18.6 17.6

_

; Agreement:
Agreemont

920 36.3 34.7 Agreement

2. 1Guaride_.;lnulymin ( b-40 ppb') -lon Chrom 6togruph

RBS Ruualta llRC Renulto Comparison
llamu l e irrM inntd Dacinion

92A 10.1 10.0 Agreement
92B 20.8 19.3 Agreement
920 38.2 39.6 ' Agreement

3. Sulfite Analvulu.(5-40 ppb) Ton Chromatograph

RBS I'ouulto NRC Renulto Comparicon
f.g' unnln inntd irrhl Deciaion

92A 10.7 9.0. . Agreement,
02B 20.7- 10.0 Agreement
920 39.S 30.9 Agreement

4. Doron Analy.uiu (100-S00 ppm) Planma Emincion Spectroucopy,

RBS Resulta NRC Renulta' Compariaan
Samr>l2 ineml IDnal Decinion-
9M 103.1 103.1 Agreemont
92E 298.1 303.7' .- Agreement
02F S11.3.. 502.0 /.greement

. a _ - _-- - _ -__- - - - - --.:- - -. Y.
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S. lrnILAntilysin (100-500 ppb) Plurma 10niauton Opoatroucopy

RUS Renulta NitC Rouulto Comparit,on
Gomn1e {rntd (rrid 12eeioion

020 133.1 133.3 Agreement
9 211 190.0 205.0 Anreement
921 303,3 413.0 Anroement

6. Corner _Antilyllia (100-500 ppb) Plasma Emiccion Spectroucopy

RBS Reaulta NRC Rouultts Comparinon
Samnic iridd irrid Durinion

U20 -131.D 131.3 Agreement
9 211- 100.1 201.S Agreement
D21 300.2 410.6 Auroement:

7. LuctuL.Analymiu (100-600 ppb) Plazma Eminnion Spectroucopy

HBS Reuulta NRC Honulta Comparlaon
u'unnlu (Judd (prid Ocninion

920 12C 5 130.0 Agreement-
0 211 177 . J 106.b Qual. Agroo.
921 351.2 303.S- Disanreement

U. Chrsmium_Annivnin (100-500 pph) Planma Eminuion Spectraucopy

RUS Renulta NRC Resulto Comparleon
Sumnle (rob 1 Irpid Dncinion

02G 114.2 120.6 Qual. Aneee.
9 211 176.6 109.S Qual.-Agree.
021 353.1 406.0 Dionnreement

9. Bodium Ann 1valu (5-40 ppb) Ion Chromatograph

RBd Resulto NRC Resulta. Comparison
Cample ippb). Lrnb) Deniaion
92J S.O -b.1 Agreement
02K 0.0 0.6 Agreement
U21i '30.6 29.2 Agreement-

_ - _ _ _ .
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10. G111cn Alt 21 vain (b-500 ppb) Spectroncopy

RB13 Rout 11tu NRC Rou1tito Comparloon
GQ81PIC LD12hl innhl lhic. inion

BM 20,0 27.2 Agrooment
UUT S4.7 04.S Agreenmnt -

_ _

i

i
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ATTACIIM21C

CRIIERIA FOILCQtWAR1HG_WAIEILC111211GIRX ANA11tLCAL1EAGURhMKf(IU

The following nro the critoria unod in comparing the resulta of
the capability tento and vocification moncuremento. The critoria
for the Judgement limito are baned on the data from Table 2.1 of
NUREG/CR-6244, " Evaluation of Non-Radiological Wster Chemistry at
Power Renotora." Licensee valuce within the plua or minun two
atadnard deviationo range of the NRC known valuca are considered
to bo in agrooment. Licunneo valuou outnido the plua or minuu
two utandard deviationn range but within the plun or minun three
utandard deviations ranno of the NRC known valuun are conuidorod
to bo in qualified agreement.- Rotout renulta whi.ch aro in
qualified agreement will receivo additional at,tention. Liconico
valuon greater than the pluu or minuo thren utandard deviat.iono
ranno of the NRC known valuen are in disagreement. The atandard
deviationu woro computed uning the average percent standard
duviation values of each analyto--in-Tablo 2.1.

The rangen for the data in Attachment 1 are an follown:

Agreement Qualified Areoment
Amnule AnalyAn llanne Range

D2A Cl 8 - 12 7 - 13
F '8- 12 7 - 13

SO 0 - 11 H - 124

92B C1 14 - 20 13 - 21
F 16 - 22 15-2G

SO 17 - 21 16 'i24

920 C1 30 -- 38 28 - 40
F 35 - 44 33 - 40

SO 37 - 43- 36 --44'4

02D B 100.0 - 10S.2 99.7 - 100.3

92E 0 292.6 - 305.4- 209.4 .308.6-

D2F .U 490.1 - 520.9- 403.7 - S20.3

02G 'o 110 - 146- 113'- 161-

Q1 120'- 145- 114 - 161
Ni 120 - 137 116 - 141-
Cr 121 --146 114 --IS3

9 211 Fe 177 - 215 -168 - 224
-Cu 183 - 222 1741- 232-
Ni 184--'209 179 - 21S
Cr 102 - 222' .173'-~232

y
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Agreement Qualified Areement
Ampule Annivtn . Ransta_ Ratute . ____.

021 Fo 300 ,445 r/0 - 460
'

'

Cu 300 -440 370 460
N1 370 - 414 367 - 124
Cr 375 - 435 360 - 450

02J Ha 4.4 - b.B 4.0 - 6.2

U2K Na U.4 - 11.2 7.7 - 11.9'

32L Na 26.0 - 33.4 22.0 - 115.6

-86G SiO2 -

24'7 - 20.3 P.3.G_- 30.6-

BGT SiO 50.0 - 60.0. 47.3 - 02.S2

i

~

-
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lkdlOlonical ConfirmatQrLliuauhECmunt MCunit.Q

Riv.cr.llelld_Nitclear_Stn11cn

NRC inopcotion F.oport: 60-458/92-07

1. Air _J2cr_t i e u 1 nin_Ellter_Samula_1RBD UDAl
(Sampled: 10:00, CGT, Mnech 3, 1992)

The unmple wnu analyzed by the .ticerince onirus detectorn._ (1), (2), (3),
and (4) in the radiochemtutry counting room. The resulto arn' report,od -
for each detector in -that order in the table.

-

RBG Resulta NRC Ruuulto IWS/NRC Comparison
Huclide. LuO /camn1ei Luci/_numulul Ratio Decision
Sr-91 3.18410.33BK-3 U.31710.2SGR-3 0.06 Ancooment

3.44110.342E-3 t.04 Agreement
3. SGd to . 34GH-3 1.00 Agreement
2.73110.002H-3 0.82 Attreement

Gr-02 1.36010.299E-3 0.27111.7758-4 1.47 Agreement. -

1.22110.258E-3 J.32 Agreement
1.35710.25tH-3 1.40 Agreement
1. 20710. 297E- 3 1.30 Agreement

I-131 S.32G10.7428-4 3.06910.329H-4 t.30 Agreement'-
b.29010.733E-4 1.37 -Agreement
S.SO910.7d7K-4 1.42 Agreement-
4.920tO.692E-4 1.L7 Agreement

,

iI- 102 2.92310.2S4E-3 2.74810.200E-3 1.00 Agreement i

3.32310.247E-3 L.21 Agreement
3.30910.220E-3' l.20 ' Agreement
2.48010.24DE-3 0.00 Agreement

1-133 4,90610.3935-3 3. 99110.'077E-3 ' 1.23- Agreement
4.86110.395E-3' '1.22 Agreement.
4.90910.3S6E-3_ 1.23 (Agreement
4.00610,333E-3 1.00 Agreement

--

.. . _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ - - -_ --
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ATIAQMENT 3 -2-

P,HS Reculto NRC Ruoulta RUS/NHC Compariuon
Nuclide i uC1/unmole.1 in01/stunplel Enin hcinion -

I-135 0.00510.538E-3 0.00010.370E-3 1.00 Agreement
7.36510.546E-3 1.12 ligreement
7.64410.540E-3 1,10 Agreement
6.62010.403E-3 0.US Agreement

Ba-140 3.86111.070H-4 4.09011.419E-4 'O.70 Agreement
3.66411.US3E-4 0.74 Agreem'sn t
-------------- --.

2.S121t.471E-4 0.Si Agreement-

2. TEDA Chareon1 Cart:cidau_fiamnlu J100aD/L1
(Sampled: 10:00, CGT, March 3, 1992)

The 9 ample wau analy=cd by the licennee uning detectora_(1), (2), (3),
and (4) in the radiochemiatry counting room. The resulta are reportod-
for each detector in that order in the table.-

RBS Reeulto N!tC Renulta- RBS/NRC Comparinon
lluulidu , luc Unamplu.1 LUC 1/_snr nIe ) HILtio k nieion

I-131 1.47610.137E-3 1.40010.061E-3 1.01_ Agreement
).60110.138E-3 1.10 Agreement
1.52110.130E-3 1.04 Agreement
1.47810.131E-3 1.01- Agreement

1-133 1. 03410. 0'15E-2 H .71710.120E-3 1.10 Agreement--
1.02010.074E-2 1.17 ~ Agreement
0.80110.714E-3 1.14 Aareement-

=1.02410.073E-2 L 18 Agreement

I-13b 1.09010;073H-2 1.00310.047E+2- 1.03 Agreement-
1.15010.070E -2 -1.15 Agreement-
1.00010.0*/0E-2 t .10 Aareement
1.120z0.070E-2

_ 1.12- Agreemenb;

i

. . . . , ___o__.__-----_m -
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3. Off..Qau Samnle - 1 5 c c G f,u t V i n i f hit 04QM
(Sampled: 00:43, CST, March 4, 1992)

The cample wan analyzed by the licenoco uning detectors ( L), (2), (3),
and (4) in the radiochemintry counting room. The renulto are reported
for each detector -in that order in the table.

RDS Resulto NRC Reculto RBS/NRC Comparinon
Nue11de fuC1/namn16) luCLhmitla) R%. 10 Decision
Kr-aSm 1.38510.0918-L -1.37610.00tE-1 1.01 Agreement

1.44510.093E-1 1.00 Agreement
1.S1910.007E-1 1.10 -Agreement
1.28710.090E-1 0.04 Agreement

Kr-67 0.12210. 01'/ H- 1 8.62110.038H-1 1.07 Agreement
0.35110.016E-1 1.10 Agreement
9.SS"!10.656R-t _l.12 Agreement

'

D.17210.590E-1 1.08 Agreement-

Kr-88 4.08310.2648-1 4.0SG10.021E-L 1.01 Agreement
5.23910.271E-1 1.00 Agreement
S.33610.280H-1 1. Oll Agreement,
4.73710.304E-1 0.96 Aureen'. n t

Xo-133 S.80010.83GR-2 0.28210,0998-2. 0.92 Agreement
0.10010.069E-2 0.DR Agreement
G.U40t0.03HH-2 1.11 Agreement
S.20510.DG9E-2- 0.84 Agreement

Xe-LOSm 3.62010.432HFO 3.37310;380HFO- 1.08 Agreement-
3.90 bio.30SE+0 1.10 Agreement
4.22410.73SH&O- -l.25 Agreement
3.89010.23SE40 1.15 Agreement

Xe-135 7.29310.473H-t 7.63110.0018-1- -0.06 Agreement.
7.S4610.488E-1 1.00 Agreement
7.83910.404H-1 1.03 -Agreement-
7.06110.474E-1 0.02 Agreement

Xo-138 -1.60310.137EF1 -1.80610.346H&L 0.89 Agreement'
~

1.56710.00DE+1 'O.88. Agreement-
.------------- ---- ---------

' t . 56410. 067 E+1- |0.87 Agreement

a
.

u a._.-.. -.-.-w.-. - a - iw
' ''
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4. WnnLc Liquid Unniu - 1JLL 11arinelli_1k:cker .(JWOUZAl - - -

(Gamplod: OB:00, CGT, March 3, 1992) .-

The attmple waa tuinlyzed by the licenneo using detectorn (J), (2), (3),
and (4) in tho endiochemlut,ry counting room. The reuul t,n are report ed
tor each detector in that ordor in the table.

RKi Renulta NitC llenultu llHG/lillC Comparinon
hu11dn (util.Zaumniel Lucibmanin1 hLlo Qeelut.on ----

Or-S1 b . 07010. 623E -3 7.G4210.394M-3 0. 7'/ Agreement
6.24310.640U-3 0.02 Agreement
6.37810.Gb7H-3 0.03 Anreement
5.60010.011E-3 0.73 Agrooment

Hn- S4 0.94310.000R a t.09210.0SGH-3 0.HG Agreemont.
1. 02'.i10 .109 E- 3 0.94 Av reeme n t.
0.99710.10SK 3 0.91 Ac t"tement
0.92210.C39H .1 U.84 Anreement

Co-60 2.89710.1G3R-3 2.91010.093R-3 0.09 Anreemen t,
3.02010.172E-3 ?.04 Agreemen t.
1.07310.171H-3 1 06 Anreomont
2.729io.1SVE-3 0.04 Agenement

Zn-Ob 1.118LO.787H-4 2. LSui0.786K- 4 0.b2 Agreement.
-

1 1.38510.074H-<. 0.64 Agreernen t,
l.39510.833K-4 -0.3b Adronment.
- - - - - . . . - . . - - . . . . - .--- -_.

Ho-93 S.28512.SS3K-4 6.443ta.0218-4 0.82 Anrenment
7.G3410.002E-4 ).18 Agreement,
7.68910.0338-4 L.22 Agreement,
7.77910.040K-4 1.23 Agreement.

.l-131 1.50110.3GSE-4 L.G3010.3dSK-4 0.92 Agreement
1.13210.346E-4 0.71 Agreement
1. 33810. 3S P.K-4 0,82 Agreement
1.21710.340E-4 0.75 Anroement

1-133 1.45510.423K-4 t.4Sbio.3G6H-4 L. 00 Agreement
1.41310.444E-4 0.D7 Aareement
1.G2110.462K-4 !.11 Agreement
1.49b10.434E-4 1.03 Agreemont

<

_. .

.
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TlBS Heuulta NHC Heuulta HBS/NHC Comparjoon
tinclidu Ludl/.1:Iumd.cl lng 1/unnpJ.cl Ranw Ouuician
la-140 1.66b10.1098 3 1.02010.0831i-3 1.02 Agreement

1.04710.184H-3 0.00 Agreement;
1.J1010.192H-3 0.99 Agreement.
1.70310.162H-3 0,93 Agreernent

!

b. UCD Jduu11._Unmnic - 1.0 bEnrinullLJ3nul:cr _L1WO1Juil
(Gampled: 08:00, CGT, d ch 3, 1D92)

The unmpje waa analy:r.ed by the licencou uuing detmotoro s 1), (2), (3),
and (4) in the radiochemiutry countinet room. The conulla are toported
for each detector in that order in the t.able.

RDS Honulta NHC Roonttu RBS/NHC Comparinon
Ruclidu luc 141amnin) LuCilanmnial Ecido Ducinion
Nn-24 G . S71.tO . 4 49 H-3 U.9b210.194H-3 0.96 Agreement

6.77010.474H-3 0.97 Agreement
6.62710.403H~3 0.95 Agreement,
6.79310. 4 01 H -3 0.9B Agreement

Cr-b1 1.81410.103H-2 1.H4410.087H-2 0.98 Agreement
1.79610.104H-2 0.97 Arveement

j l.78410.lb98-2 0.97 Agreement,
'

1. 03310.168H-2 0.00 Anreement
Co-60 4.64810.796H-4 3.42910.700H-4 1.30 Agreement

4.00710.781H-4 1.16 Agreementy

4.10 bio.760H-4 1.22 Agreement
4.24310.H23H-4 1.24 Agreement

a

Sr-91 h.20410.448H-3 5.26210.522H-3 L.00 Agreement
b.65710.479H-3 1.00 Agreement
5.33510,469H-3 1.01 Agreement.
6.27310.44LH-3 1.00 Agreement

Sr-02 3.76010.334H-3 3.50130.0098-3 1.00 Agreement
3.84410.388H-3 1.08 Agrooment
3.01610.398H-3 1.02 Agreement
3.GG010.3166-3 ! . 03 Agreement

Mo-99 t.60110.104H-2 1.68610.089H-2 0.95 Agreement
1.66510.10DH-2 0.99 Agreement
1.62010,10SH-2 0.JG Agreement
1.BS5io.108H-2 0.98 Agreement

.
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RBS Raoultu NRO Ranulto RBGMUTC Compard non
t{volido fuCi/0Danlul (uC1/namplel Iktttio Dunluitin

Ru-105 3.66010.300E-3 4.20310.304E-3 0.87 Agreement
1 3. 07010. 337H.-3 0.02- Agreement

3.76010.340E-3 O_.90 Agreement
3.04310.207E-3 0,01 Agreement, '

Od-110m 4.03710.077E60 6.03711.474E40 0.07 Agreement,
4. 81110. 895H+0 0.69 AnreemenL
4.20710.709E40 0,62 Anrcement
S.62810.027H40 0.80 Agreement

I-131 4.78410.341E-3 S.22510.143E-3 0.02 ' Agreement-
4.83510.3bOR-3 0.03 Anreement
4.02310.348H-3 0.04 Anroement
4.77010.344H-3 0.91 Agreement

1-132 1.08310.OSDE-2 1.00010.046H-2 1.01 Agreement
L . 70810. 004M -2 1.03 Anreemont
1 70010.067E-2 J.06 Anreement,
1.71310.0578-2 1.03 Anreement

I-133 S.57310.3088-2 S.40710.029E-2 1.03 Anteement
5.66810.310H-2 1.06 ' Agreement,
S.54Sio.313E-2 1.03- Agenoment_-
S,53910.307R-2 1.02 Agreement-

I-135 7.80010.201H-2 -7.00710.1098-2 0.98 Agreement
7.70110.255R-2 0.97 Agreementc
7.33210.226E-2 0.92 Agrnement
7.77610. 24 DH--2 O.JB- Agreement,

Np-230 2.UD010.270E-3' 2.77010.5bOE-3 l.04 A5treement
3,05110.275E-3 1.10: -Anreement
3.010io.2SOE-3- 1.09- Anreement
2.07510.300K-3 .L.07 'Agreemenb

,

:
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6. IEGk Lim 11tLihmn1o
( Standatstir.ed: 11:00, CGT, October 10, 1991.)

RDS Roaulta NitC RouultaIII RUS/NRC ComparinonNucilda inG1/ml] ..htC1/211 Ikt010 Dauinton
H-3 1,201 H-4 9,9910.30E-b 1.20 Altreement.
Hr-80 H.071. K-6 1.0H10.03H-4 0.08 Dlua#troemont
Ur-90 -1.711 E-S 1.7010.0bE-b 0.00 Agreement-

14-06 7.451- -H-6 0.5110,28K-6 0.78 Agreement

Mn-b4 9.751 E-6 H.UU10.241C-6 1.10 Astroement
Co-60 7.781' 11 - 0 7.3810.26K-6 1.05 Altreement
Co-137 1.221. E-S. 1.J610.40E-b 1.06 Agreement

( 1. ) llRC renulta were taken from the utandardo certification nupplied
to t,hu NRC Ronion IV of fico <tu penpaved - by . RE81.'.and trocoubj o to
the Nablonal Inutitute' of Utttndardo <uid Technology.

_
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GRLTERIA_.E01LCOML% RING _lMD10C11EMISTRLANALYllCAlt tmauuREMENT3
L

The following are the critoria u,:od in comparing the reuulto of
capability tento and verification meauuremento. The critoria are
baned on an empirical reintionehip established-through prior
experienne and thin program'n analytioni requiremento.

In these critoria,.the Judgement limito vary in relation to the
comparinon of the resolution.

^RUNU1utton n
NRC UNCHRTAINTY

LICENGEE VAll)ERatio =

NHC VALUM

Comparisono are made by first determining the resolution and t, hon
reading accous the namo line to the correcponding ratio. The
following table shown the acceptanco values.

RESOLUTION AGRE121ENT.- RATIO

<4 0.40'-- 2.50
4-7 0.b0 - 2.00

8 - 15 0.60 - 1.60
10 - 50 0.70 - 1.'33

bl - 200 0.80 --1.25'
>200. 0.86 - 1.18

- . - -
..

The above criteria are applied to the following analyses:,

(1)--Gamma' Spectrometry

(2) Tritium in liquid.aamples

(3) Iodine on adsorberc

(4) OUSr and Sr determinations00

(5).Groca Beta where camples are counted on the une date using.
the samo reference nuclide.
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